Human S-cone vision: relationship between perceptive field and ganglion cell dendritic field.
We measured the S-cone contrast threshold for stimuli of different size modulated along the white -90 deg direction in the isoluminant plane of DKL color space. The stimuli were presented at eccentricities of 5-30 deg in the horizontal temporal retinal meridian. Ricco's area of complete spatial summation was estimated using a bilinear fit of the log threshold/log area function. Ricco's area increased towards the retinal periphery to include an increasing number of S-cones while remaining 1.6-1.8 times larger than the dendritic field area of the small bistratified and parasol retinal ganglion cells. Assuming constant coverage factor by the dendritic field, Ricco's area incorporated a constant number (three to four) of small bistratified cells. It was also found that the threshold contrast for stimuli that matched Ricco's area was constant across the studied eccentricity range, similar to previous findings for achromatic vision. Our data support the point of view that this invariance is the result of a constant number of cells involved in stimulus detection.